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ABSTRACT 
 
The high risk and volatility in the current real estate market has sparked investor interest in 
understanding what determines real estate market volatility. This study examines the U.S. 
office markets‟ overall and decomposed volatilities in vacancy and revenue across 45 
metropolitan areas from 1987 to 2010. The relationships of the volatilities with economic and 
physical market characteristics are also analyzed. 
 
The study examines five overall or decomposed market volatilities: volatility in vacancy, 
volatility in revenue, demand-oriented vacancy change volatility, occupancy-oriented revenue 
change, and covariance of occupancy rent change. The linear regression analyses are used to 
explain the movements of the volatilities with market determinants, which include market 
size, employment growth, jobs in specific industries, submarket structures and geography. 
 
This study finds that geographical land availability and employment growth are significantly 
important for predicting market volatilities. Market size does not affect the decomposed 
volatility, but it reduces overall vacancy change volatility. Moreover, submarket structure 
becomes more meaningful when the revenue change volatility is decomposed into occupancy 
and rent changes. This study gives developers some tools for strategic decision-making in 
office property development issues. 
 
 
Thesis Supervisor:  William Wheaton 
Title:  Professor of Economics 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
The recent global financial crisis, triggered by the subprime mortgage meltdown, has caused 
extreme volatility in the U.S. real estate market. As a result, real estate investors have become 
keenly interested in understanding the determinants of real estate risk and volatility. More 
specifically, investors want to identify and understand the determinants of volatility in 
vacancy change and revenue change; this paper therefore addresses two major issues that will 
help explain these variables. 
 
The first issue is to determine what characterizes office markets that are more volatile in 
vacancy and revenue. Surprisingly, although there are a number of studies on market 
movements in vacancies and rents, there are no studies of the determinants of overall 
volatility in vacancy change and revenue change. This paper attempts to characterize more 
volatile markets by using CBRE market data. The data cover 45 metropolitan statistical areas 
(MSAs) throughout the U.S. and include vacancy rate, stock, construction completion, 
absorption, and rent from the fourth quarter of 1987 to the first quarter of 2010. Chapter 4 
examines the determinants of overall market volatility. First, vacancy change volatility and 
revenue change volatility for each MSA are empirically measured. These are followed by a 
cross-sectional linear regression analysis to explain overall market volatility across the MSAs. 
 
The second issue is twofold: 
 Whether volatility in vacancy change is associated mostly with supply side volatility 
in construction or economic volatility in demand and 
 Whether volatility in revenue change is caused mostly by rent or occupancy. 
Vacancy can be decomposed into absorption as demand side and completion as supply side, 
and revenue can be also decomposed into rent side and occupancy side. To examine the 
relationship of „demand share in vacancy change volatility‟ and „rent share in revenue change 
volatility‟ with various market characteristics, the cross-sectional regression and correlation 
analyses conducted across 45 MSAs appear in Chapters 5 and 6. Market characteristics 
include market size, employment growth, employment composition, market concentration, 
and supply elasticity. The market data, with the exception of supply elasticity, are based on 
CBRE‟s data set. Supply elasticity was acquired from the previous paper (Albert Size, 2010) 
 
6 
Finally, in Chapter 7, the conclusions summarize and consolidate analysis results presented in 
previous chapters. Overall, the results indicate that, in the U.S. office market, demand side 
(represented by absorption volatility) mostly affects the vacancy change volatility, and rent 
change volatility is the primary determinant of revenue change volatility. In addition, 
employment growth and supply elasticity seem to exercise a significant influence on demand 
share in vacancy change volatility, as does rent share in revenue change volatility. These 
findings provide useful guidance in quantifying the risk of each market across the country as 
well as in building an investment portfolio. It is hoped that this study will provide more 
insights into understanding the characteristics of real estate risk and volatility. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There are many studies that have examined issues such as the behavior of office rent, vacancy 
rate movements, real estate cycles or dynamics over time. Reviewing these studies provides 
an understanding of the fundamentals of the real estate market and the determinants of real 
estate volatilities. 
 
Albert Saiz (2010) examined geographical land availability for real estate development in 
U.S. metropolitan areas by using satellite data.
1
 His study is quite important for its 
contributions to advancing our understanding of the function of predetermined geographical 
features as exogeneity to the real estate market. He found that most metropolitan areas that 
are widely regarded as supply inelastic have many geographical constraints. He also 
examined the relationship of geographical supply elasticity to home value and housing 
regulations and revealed that geographical constraints play a critical role in determining 
housing supply inelasticity by reducing available land and more indirectly by increasing 
home values and man-made regulatory constraints. He estimated a supply elasticity index at 
the metro level based on natural and man-made land constraints. This study uses his supply 
elasticity index as a market determinant, and geographical constraints became a key factor in 
the volatility of the office market as well. 
 
Mark Gallagher and Mansour Asieh (2000) studied national and regional hotel dynamics.
2
 
This study compared hotel market dynamics at the metropolitan level based on supply and 
demand volatility. On a national level, the study reported that volatility in the hotel market is 
mostly driven by demand side because of its daily lease structure, which is different from the 
relatively long-term lease of other commercial real estate. The study measured supply 
volatility based on the standard deviation of annual completions as a percentage of stock and 
demand index based on the standard deviation of absorption as a percentage of occupancy. 
Gallagher and Asieh found that larger markets of business travel and tourism show higher 
volatility in supply and demand. Revenue per available room (REVPAR) is also used to 
analyze income stream in terms of revenue growth. REVPAR has the same concept with the 
                                           
1
 Saiz, Albert (2010). “The Geographic Determinants of Housing Supply”, Forthcoming: Quarterly Journal of 
Economics 
2
 Gallagher, Mark; Mansour, Asieh(2000). “An Analysis of Hotel Real Estate Market Dynamics”. JRER, Vol. 
19 No. 1/2, 2000. 
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office revenue used in this study. 
 
Gallagher and Asieh argue that because movements in demand drive REVPAR in the short 
term, and because REVPAR primarily depends on net addition to supply in the longer term, 
both demand and supply dynamics can be observed from REVPAR. They found that the 
metropolitan hotel markets that have major tourism centers, major convention centers, or hub 
airports show the strongest REVPAR growth. They also divided the hotel markets into five 
distinct clusters with respect to their correlation with one another for effective geographic 
diversification. 
 
William Wheaton‟s 1997 study evaluates real estate cycles using a stock flow model.3 In his 
study, he simulated real estate market response to demand shocks by changing construction 
lags, depreciation growth, price elasticity supply, and rental elasticity of demand. He found 
that if demand is less elastic than supply, the model becomes more stable. He also reported 
that even when demand is more elastic, if the new space is delivered with a short lag and 
depreciation growth is slow, the model displays stability. Finally, he revealed that the model 
becomes more unstable when supply becomes more elastic than demand and as the delivery 
lag and depreciation growth increases. 
 
From this point of view, it can be inferred that higher supply elasticity can make the office 
market more supply driven in vacancy change volatility due to over- or underbuilding on the 
supply side. 
 
In 1996 in his research on the cycle of the Greater London office market, Wheaton reported 
that volatility in employment can explain much of the volatility in the London market.
4
He 
also suggested the difference in movements between construction and rent responding to 
exogenous changes; construction may react quickly to rent change, but rents react more 
gradually to vacancy and absorption change. 
 
Regarding overbuilding, Steven Grenadier (1999) studies the recurrence of cycles of 
                                           
3
 Wheaton, William (1997). “Real Estate Cycles: Some fundamentals”, Real Estate Economics Vol. 27, 1999 
4
 Wheaton, William, Raymond Torto and Peter Evans (1996). "The Cyclic Behavior of the Greater London 
Office Market", Boston: Center for Real Estate, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
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overbuilding in real estate markets using three determinants: demand uncertainty, adjustment 
costs (the lump sum cost of filling or incurring vacancy), and construction lags.
5
 He finds 
that the construction lag is an understandable popular factor to explain overbuilding but that 
other factors such as adjustment cost and demand uncertainty should be considered to explain 
developers‟ behavior. He found that, not surprisingly, longer construction times increase the 
probability of overbuilding. Grenadier argues that increasing the cost of changing occupancy 
and increasing the volatility in the underlying demand will increase the probability of 
overbuilding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                           
5
 Steven, Grenadier (1995). “The Persistence of Real Estate Cycles”, Journal of Real Estate Finance and 
Economics, 10: 95-119, 1995 
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CHAPTER 3: DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
 
3-1 DATA 
 
The U.S. office market data set for 45 MSAs was acquired from CBRE Econometric 
Advisors (Torto Wheaton Research). The office data set is composed, as shown in Table 1, of 
vacancy rate, construction completion, employment in FIRE & Service, stock (market size), 
average annual rent per square foot, and submarket stock. The data set ranges from the fourth 
quarter of 1987 to the first quarter of 2010, but the submarket stock data is as of the first 
quarter of 2010. The submarket data were used to calculate the concentration index, which 
indicates the concentration degree of office space within an MSA. 
 
[Table 1: Data Sources] 
Variables Source 
Vacancy rate 
CBRE 
Econometric Advisors 
Completion 
Multi tenant completions (Square Foot) 
Single tenant completions (Square Foot) 
FIRE employment (Jobs) 
Office using service employment (Jobs) 
TW Rent Index ( $ / Square Foot) 
Stock 
Multi Tenant Stock (Square Foot) 
Single Tenant Stock (Square Foot) 
Submarket Stock (Square Foot) 
Supply Elasticity Albert Saiz (2010) 
Consumer Price Index US Bureau of Labor Statistics 
 
Supply elasticity is provided by the thesis „The Geographic Determinants of Housing Supply.‟ 
Monthly consumer price index (CPI) data, shown in Appendix 2, were downloaded from the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics web site. The quarterly CPI was calculated from the monthly 
CPI by averaging three-month CPIs each quarter, and the real rent was computed by dividing 
nominal rent by the quarterly CPI. The supply elasticity represents geographical land 
availability for real estate development in the metropolitan U.S., so the index can also be used 
for office and housing markets. It appears that supply elasticity plays a significant role in 
explaining real estate market volatility. 
 
. 
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3-2 METHODOLOGY 
 
3-2-1 OVERALL VOLATILITY IN VACANCY CHANGE AND REVENUE CHANGE 
 
3-2-1-1 MEASUREMENT 
 
As previously discussed, this study is focused on identifying the determinants of overall 
market volatility in vacancy change and revenue change. This study used vacancy change and 
revenue change volatility, rather than vacancy and revenue-level volatility, because change 
volatility better indicates market movements or behavior. 
 
[Table 2: Comparison between ΔVariable volatility and Variable volatility] 
TIME 
Constant Change Cyclic Change 
A ΔA A ΔA 
1 0.0000    0.0000    
2 4.0000       4.0000  47.5550  47.5550  
3 8.0000       4.0000  29.3900  (18.1650) 
4 12.0000       4.0000  -29.3900  (58.7800) 
5 16.0000       4.0000  -47.5550  (18.1650) 
6 20.0000       4.0000  0.0000  47.5550  
7 24.0000       4.0000  47.5550  47.5550  
8 28.0000       4.0000  29.3900  (18.1650) 
9 32.0000       4.0000  -29.3900  (58.7800) 
10 36.0000       4.0000  -47.5550  (18.1650) 
11 40.0000       4.0000  0.0000  47.5550  
Average 20.0000  4.0000  0.0000  0.0000  
Variance 176.0000  0.0000  1250.1001  1919.5509  
 
[Fig.1: Constant Change and Cyclic Change] 
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For example, if there are two markets with constant change and cyclic change (as described 
in Figure 1 and Table 2), volatility of ΔA better explains market movements than volatility of 
A because volatility of A doesn‟t distinguish the market‟s constant movements from its cyclic 
movements. 
 
Given the data set of vacancy rate, stock, completion, and rent, vacancy (t) can be drawn 
from the vacancy rate (t) as described in the following formula (1). The revenue change can 
be expressed with occupancy and rent as shown in formula (4). In comparison to the hotel 
market, which usually has strong seasonality, demand in the office market is driven largely by 
employment growth and seems to be little affected by season or weather. To examine possible 
seasonality in vacancy change volatility or revenue change volatility, this study measured 
both quarterly and yearly volatilities, and the related formulas are presented below. In the 
yearly analysis, the data were compared to the same quarter of the previous year, and real 
rents were calculated based on the quarterly CPI. The quarterly CPI, indicated in Appendix 3, 
was calculated based on the simple average of three-month indexes in one quarter. 
 
(1) Vacancy  t = Vacancy rate t × Stock(t) 
 
[Quarterly basis vacancy change volatility] 
(2) ΔVacancy =  Vacancy  t −  Vacancy  t − 1 =  Completion  t −  Absorption  t  
  ∴  
ΔVacancy
Stock   t 
=
Vacancy   t − Vacancy   t−1 
Stock   t 
=
Completion   t 
Stock   t 
 –
Absorption   t 
Stock   t 
 
 
[Yearly basis vacancy change volatility] 
(3) ΔVacancy =  Vacancy  t −  Vacancy  t − 4 =  Completiontn=t−3 −  Absoprtion (t) 
∴  
ΔVacancy
Stock   t 
=
Vacancy   t − Vacancy   t−4 
Stock   t 
=
 Completiontn =t−3
Stock   t 
 –
Absorption   t 
Stock   t 
  
 
Both sides of formulas (2) and (3) were divided by Stock (t) because the vacancy change ratio 
to gross stock in each market provides a standardized comparison tool for the following 
analyses across the MSAs. It should be also noted that, in this study, vacancy change 
volatility means not Variance (ΔVacancy) but Variance (
ΔVacancy
Stock   t 
). 
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(4) Revenue  t =  Occupancy  t × RRent (t) 
 Revenue (t): Average annual revenue per square foot at quarter (t) 
 Occupancy  t = (1 − Vacancy rate t ) × Stock(t) 
 RRent (t): Average annual real rent per square foot at quarter (t) 
 
Because if, then approximately based on the calculus, the formula (5) can be transformed into 
the approximate expression (6) such as below. Additionally, volatilities of revenue change, 
occupancy change and rent change respectively represent Variance (%ΔRevenue), Variance 
(%ΔOccupancy) and Variance (%ΔRRent). 
 
(5) %ΔRevenue (t) = %ΔOccupancy (t) + %ΔRRent (t) 
 
[Quarterly basis revenue change volatility] 
(6) 
Revenue   t − Revenue   t−1 
Revenue   t−1 
=
Occupancy   t − Occupancy   t−1 
Occupancy   t−1 
+
RRent   t −Rrent   t−1 
Rrent   t−1 
 
 
[Yearly basis revenue change volatility] 
(7) 
Revenue   t − Revenue   t−4 
Revenue   t−4 
=
Occupancy   t − Occupancy   t−4 
Occupancy   t−4 
+
RRent   t −Rrent   t−4 
Rrent   t−4 
 
 
3-2-1-2 SEASONALITY 
 
The seasonal effect on vacancy change volatility and revenue change volatility were 
addressed to decide whether seasonality should be considered. The existence of a seasonal 
effect on the volatility can be seen by comparing correlations and distribution patterns across 
the MSAs between the quarterly and yearly analysis results. As seen in Figures 2 and 3, the 
quarterly and yearly graphs have quite similar distribution patterns. In addition, the 
correlation of vacancy change volatility is as high as 79.4%, and the correlation of revenue 
change volatility is 86.3% (as seen in Table 2). In other words, there is no seasonal effect on 
overall market volatility in vacancy change and in revenue change across the MSAs. It should 
therefore be noted that all of the following analyses were run on a quarterly basis. 
 
[Table 3: Correlation between Quarterly Basis and Yearly Basis] 
 ΔVacancy volatility %ΔRevenue volatility 
Correlation 79.4% 86.3% 
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[Fig. 2: Volatility in Vacancy Change] 
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[Fig 3: Volatility in Revenue Change] 
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3-2-1-3 CROSS SECTIONAL ANALYSIS 
 
This study examined the determinants of 
 overall market volatility, represented by vacancy change volatility and revenue change 
volatility, 
 demand index, 
 occupancy index and 
 covariance index. 
In each case, the cross-sectional regression analysis was conducted several times to determine 
a combination of independent variables on the basis of statistical fit. Dependent variables and 
independent variables are summarized in Table 4. 
 
[Table 4: Dependent and independent variables of regression analysis] 
Test No. Dependent Variables Independent variables 
1 
Overall Market Volatility 
- Vacancy Change Volatility 
- Revenue Change Volatility 
Market Size 
Employment Growth 
FIRE% (Employment Composition) 
Market Concentration 
Supply Elasticity 
2 Demand Index 
3 Rent Index 
4 Covariance Index 
 
 Overall Market Volatility: ΔVacancy volatility and %ΔRevenue volatility 
 Market Size: Average of stock (square foot) of office space of each year in an MSA 
 Employment Growth: Average of employment % change of each year in an MSA 
Employment % change: 
Total  employment   t − Total  employment   t−1 
Total  employmnet  (t−1)
 × 100 (%) 
(Total employment: Employment in FIRE + Employment in Service)  
 FIRE %: 
Employment  in  FIRE
Total  employment
  × 100 (%) 
 Market Concentration:   
Sk
Stotal
 
2
N
k=1    
N: The number of total submarkets in an MSA 
Sk: Stock (square foot) of a k
th  submarket in an MSA 
Stotal : Total stock (square foot) in an MSA 
 Supply Elasticity: Acquired from the previous paper (Albert Size, 2010) 
17 
This study used a first order linear regression model that can be simply described by the 
equation below. As previously explained, the regression analyses on each dependent variable 
were run for different combinations of the market characteristics (independent variables). 
 
Yi = α0 + α1 × Xi1 +  α2 × Xi2 + α3 × Xi3 + ⋯ + αn × Xin +  ei  
Y: Dependent variable (of MSA i) 
X: Independent variables (Market characteristics of MSA i) 
α: Coefficients of market characteristics 
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3-2-2 DECOMPOSITION OF VACANCY CHANGE VOLATILTIY 
 
The decomposition of vacancy change volatility and revenue change volatility is important 
because this data processing enables us to analyze demand share in vacancy change volatility 
and occupancy share in revenue change. To determine whether vacancy change volatility is 
more affected by the demand or supply side, this study decomposed vacancy change volatility 
into volatility in completion-oriented vacancy change and volatility in absorption-oriented 
vacancy change. 
 
ΔVacancy
Stock   t 
=
Vacancy   t − Vacancy   t−1 
Stock   t 
=
Completion   t 
Stock   t 
 –
Absorption   t 
Stock   t 
 6
 
 
From the formula above, variance of 
ΔVacancy
Stock  (t)
 can be expressed by formula (8) below 
because Variance (A-B) equals „Variance (A) + Variance (B) – 2 Covariance (A, B)‟. 
 
(8) V  
ΔVacancy
Stock  (t)
  =  V  
C
S
 + V  
A
S
 −  2 × COV  
C
S
,
A
S
   
  
 V  
ΔVacancy
Stock  (t)
 = Variance 
Vacancy   t − Vacancy   t−1 
Stock   t 
  
 V  
C
S
 =  Variance 
Completion  (t)
Stock   t 
 , V  
A
S
 =  Variance 
Absorption  (t)
Stock   t 
  
 COV 
C
S
,
A
S
 =  Covariance  
Completion  (t)
Stock   t 
,
Absorptoin  (t)
Stock  (t)
  
 
Formula (8) suggests vacancy change volatility can be reduced if the covariance between 
completion and absorption increases. In other words, if the covariance is high, then 
completion volatility and absorption volatility offset each other, and volatility can be low. It 
appears in Chapter 4 that supply elasticity has a significantly negative relationship with 
vacancy change volatility. Presumably an MSA with high supply elasticity could supply new 
office space timely into its market responding to demand shocks, raising covariance between 
completion and absorption. 
 
To decompose vacancy change volatility into demand side (absorption volatility) and supply 
side (completion volatility), and to equalize the offset effect of the covariance, this study 
                                           
6
 This formula is explained in section 3-2-1-1. 
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transformed formula (8) into formula (9). That is, absorption volatility and completion 
volatility were covariance adjusted. Thus vacancy change volatility can be decomposed into 
demand side and supply side. 
 
(9)  
ΔVacancy
Stock
 =  V  
C
S
 − COV 
C
S
,
A
S
   +  V  
A
S
 − COV  
C
S
,
A
S
   
 
To examine demand share and supply share in vacancy change volatility, the right and left 
sides of formula (9) were divided by total volatility as shown in formula (10). 
 
 
(10) 1 =
 V 
C
S
 −COV  
C
S
,
A
S
  
 
ΔVacancy
Stock
 
 + 
 V 
A
S
 −COV  
C
S
,
A
S
  
 
ΔVacancy
Stock
 
 
 
        (Supply Share)  (Demand Share) 
 
Subsequently, Demand and Supply Indices are defined as below (Supply Index + Demand 
Index = 100%). By calculating Demand Index and Supply Index in each MSA from the 
fourth quarter of 1987 to the first quarter of 2010, vacancy change volatility associated 
largely with supply side volatility in construction or economic volatility in demand can be 
identified. 
 
Demand Index (Covariance adjusted absorption variance) 
 
=  
 V  
A
S − COV  
C
S ,
A
S  
V  
ΔVacancy
Stock
 
 
 
Supply Index (Covariance adjusted completion variance) 
 
=  
 V  
C
S − COV  
C
S ,
A
S  
V  
ΔVacancy
Stock
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3-2-3 DECOMPOSITION OF REVENUE CHANGE VOLATILITY 
 
Like the decomposition process of vacancy change volatility, this study decomposed revenue 
change volatility into volatility in occupancy-oriented revenue change and volatility in rent-
oriented revenue change. 
 
%ΔRevenue (t) = %ΔOccupancy (t) + %ΔRent (t)7 
 
From the formula above, the variance of %ΔRevenue can be calculated as shown below. 
 
 11   V %ΔRevenue  =  V %ΔO + V %ΔR +  2 × COV %ΔO, %ΔR  
 =  V %ΔO + COV %ΔO, %ΔR   + [V %ΔR + COV %ΔO, %ΔR ] 
%ΔO: %ΔOccupancy, %ΔR: %ΔRent 
  
 V %ΔRevenue = Variance 
Revenue   t − Revenue   t−1 
Revenue   t−1 
  
 V %ΔO = Variance 
Occupancy   t − Occupancy   t−1 
Occupancy   t−1 
  
 V %ΔR =  Variance 
RRent   t −Rrent   t−1 
Rrent   t−1 
  
 COV %ΔO, %ΔR =  Covariance  
Occupancy   t − Occupancy   t−1 
Occupancy   t−1 
,
RRent   t −Rrent   t−1 
Rrent   t−1 
  
 
Interestingly, in this case high covariance between %ΔOccupancy and %ΔRent adds to 
overall volatility in revenue change in a different way than vacancy change volatility. As can 
be seen from formulas (4) and (5), a positive correlation between occupancy and rent 
increases overall volatility in revenue change. Formula (11) can be transformed into formula 
(12), and Occupancy Index and Rent Index are defined as follows: 
 
 
(12) 1 =  
 V %ΔO +COV  %ΔO,%ΔR  
V %ΔRevenue  
+  
 V %ΔR +COV  %ΔO,%ΔR  
V %ΔRevenue  
 
 
         (Occupancy Share)        (Rent Share) 
 
                                           
7
 This formula is explained in section 3-2-1-1. 
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Occupancy Index (covariance adjusted occupancy variance) 
 
=  
 V %ΔO + COV %ΔO, %ΔR  
V %ΔRevenue 
 
 
Rent Index (covariance adjusted rent variance) 
 
=  
 V %ΔR + COV %ΔO, %ΔR  
V %ΔRevenue 
 
 
Occupancy Index was used to determine whether revenue change volatility is driven 
primarily by occupancy change volatility or rent change volatility. In addition, Covariance 
Index is separately defined as one of the dependent variables used to examine the strength of 
the link between rent change and occupancy change across the MSAs. 
 
Covariance Index 
 
=  
COV %ΔO, %ΔR 
V %ΔRevenue 
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CHAPTER 4: DETERMINANTS OF OVERALL MARKET VOLATILITY 
 
4-1: VACANCY CHANGE VOLATILITY 
 
Chapter 4 presents the comprehensive cross-section results for overall volatility in vacancy 
change and revenue change. Correlations of volatility in vacancy change and market 
characteristics across 45 MSAs were measured, and the results are shown in Table 5. The 
market characteristics include overall economic or physical structure such as market size, 
employment growth, and supply elasticity (geographical land availability), employment in 
some specific industries, and submarket structure within metropolitan markets. 
 
[Table 5: Correlation Analysis Results] 
 
Volatility 
Market 
Size 
Employment 
Growth 
FIRE% 
Concentration 
Index 
Supply 
Elasticity 
Volatility 1.0000 
     
Market Size -0.5354 1.0000 
    
Emp Growth 0.5764 -0.3558 1.0000 
   
FIRE% 0.1379 0.0094 -0.0778 1.0000 
  
Concentration 0.1558 -0.5889 0.0399 0.1319 1.0000 
 
Supply -0.1092 -0.1681 0.1414 -0.0626 0.4326 1.0000 
 
The correlation results indicate that market size has a strong negative correlation (0.5354) 
with vacancy change volatility. In contrast, employment growth appears to have a positive 
correlation with vacancy change volatility (0.5764). It is commonly believed that larger 
markets are more economically stable and less volatile in employment growth. In sum, the 
correlation results suggest that employment growth and market size have a strong correlation 
with vacancy change volatility. It should be also noted that correlation does not imply 
causation. 
 
In addition to the correlation analysis between vacancy change volatility and the explanatory 
variables, meaningful relationships across the MSAs were also found based on the correlation 
results between variables. Larger markets are often felt to be more economically stable; thus, 
this may explains the negative relationship between employment growth and market size. The 
Concentration Index is positively correlated with supply elasticity (0.4326) but has a strong 
negative correlation with market size (-0.5889). Interestingly, the negative correlation 
between market size and Concentration Index increases (-0.6470) in the case of MSAs with 
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above average market sizes: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Los 
Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. This 
result seems logical since larger markets are more dispersed or have more submarkets 
(because they are horizontally bigger). 
 
[Figure 4: Market Size and Concentration Index for large MSAs] 
 
Market Size (Average: 157,581) 
  
Concentration Index (Average: 0.11) 
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Vacancy change volatility across the MSAs is shown in Figure 5. The blue (left) line in the 
graph represents the sum of absorption volatility and completion volatility (V (A) + V (C)), 
and the red (right) line denotes vacancy change volatility (V (A) + V(C) - 2 COV (A, C)). As 
explained in Chapter 3, the covariance between completion and absorption reduces the 
overall vacancy change volatility in most of the MSAs examined. 
 
[Figure 5: Quarterly Basis Vacancy Change Volatility] 
 
 
In the six cases described in Table 6, the regression model Case 1-5 has adjusted R-squared of 
47.9% and R-squared of 51.5%, suggesting that approximately half of vacancy change 
volatility can be explained by market size, employment growth, and supply elasticity (which 
all have significant p-values at the 95% confidence level). Case 1-3 has the highest adjusted 
R-squared, but the FIRE percentage has a moderately high p-value of 0.13495. The 
coefficients of independent variables and the detailed regression results for Case 1-5 are 
presented in Table 7. Comparing Case 1-2 and 1-3, when the variable set of market size, 
employment growth, and FIRE percentage is fixed, the addition of supply elasticity makes 
the model have a better fit than does the Concentration Index. 
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[Table 6: Regression Analysis Results of Vacancy Change Volatility] 
Case 
No. 
P - Values of Independent Variables 
Adjusted 
R2 Market Size 
Employment 
Growth 
FIRE % 
Concentration 
Index 
Supply 
Elasticity 
1-1 0.00630 0.00044 0.13190 0.76164 0.09032 48.4% 
1-2 0.00242 0.00123 0.08571 0.22518 - 45.7% 
1-3 0.00110 0.00017 0.13495 - 0.03767 49.5% 
1-4 0.01034 0.00054 - 0.99334 0.05893 46.6% 
1-5 0.00113 0.00028 - - 0.03334 47.9% 
1-6 0.00424 0.00189 - 0.35079 - 43.0% 
 
[Table 7: Regression Summary Output of Vacancy Change Volatility] 
 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.717319345 
R Square 0.514547043 
Adjusted R Square 0.47903  
Standard Error 3.42478E-05 
Observations 45 
 
  df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 3 5.09716E-08 1.69905E-08 14.48573508 1.4032E-06 
Residual 41 4.80895E-08 1.17291E-09 
  Total 44 9.90611E-08       
 
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.000113059 1.5535E-05 7.277719629 6.70075E-09 
Market size -2.49746E-10 7.13066E-11 -3.502415444 0.00113  
Employment growth 0.006413434 0.001613746 3.974251438 0.00028  
Supply Elasticity -1.36142E-05 6.18238E-06 -2.202102896 0.03334  
 
The regression summary output shown in Table 7 indicates that market size and supply 
elasticity have a negative relationship with vacancy change volatility but that employment 
growth has a positive relationship. On the contrary, high employment growth increases 
overall vacancy change volatility, presumably because office demand is primarily driven by 
employment growth. Supply elasticity also appears to predict consistently the behavior of 
vacancy change volatility throughout the regressions. As supply elasticity represents land 
availability, low supply elasticity would raise the cost structure of land development, making 
markets more volatile in vacancy change. 
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Variables for overall physical or economical structure (Market Size, Employment Growth, 
and Supply Elasticity) explain the behavior of vacancy change volatility, but some specific 
industries, such as FIRE jobs, do not predict significantly. The Case 1-5 standard residual plot 
in Figure 6 is visually random and does not have any specification errors or outliers. 
 
In sum, the results seem logical because if an MSA is supply elastic, the cost structure of land 
development is less volatile, and the MSA can effectively absorb demand shocks by 
supplying new office space to its market. Consequently, high supply elasticity reduces 
volatility in vacancy change. It also makes sense that employment growth would have a 
strong positive association with vacancy change volatility because office space demand is 
primarily affected by employment growth. 
 
[Figure 6: Standard Residuals of Vacancy Change Volatility Regression] 
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4-2: REVENUE CHANAGE VOLATILITY 
 
Revenue change volatility appears to be weakly correlated with the market characteristics as 
shown in Table 8. Revenue change volatility is shown in Figure 7, and the occupancy-rent 
covariance increases revenue change volatility in the majority of cases, which suggests a 
positive correlation between rent and occupancy. 
 
[Table 8: Correlation between Revenue Change Volatility and Market Characteristics] 
 
Market Size Emp Growth FIRE % Concentration Supply 
Correlation -0.1526  0.0838 -0.0234 0.0595 -0.1979 
 
[Figure 7: Quarterly Basis Revenue Change Volatility] 
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of supply elasticity have p-values of approximately 10%, but they do not stably predict the 
variance of revenue change volatility. There seems to be a great deal of statistical noise in 
revenue change volatility and the decomposition of volatility or other market characteristics 
are therefore needed to better explain its movement. 
 
Table 10 displays statistical specifications of Case 2-11. 
 
[Table 9: Regression Analysis Results of Revenue Change Volatility] 
Case 
No. 
P - Values of Independent Variables 
Adjusted 
R2 Market Size 
Employment 
Growth 
FIRE % 
Concentration 
Index 
Supply 
Elasticity 
2-1 0.66199 0.63796 0.74579 0.55939 0.11440 3.1% 
2-2 0.44212 0.88333 0.92505 0.85552 - -0.7% 
2-3 0.63082 0.63106 0.59254 - 0.11693 -0.8% 
2-4 0.43039 0.87854 - 0.84010 - -4.6% 
2-5 0.44042 - - 0.67575 0.12878 1.1 
2-6 - 0.46146 0.70560 0.26515 0.08578 -1.0% 
2-7 - 0.44055 - 0.28139 0.08829 1.1% 
2-8 - 0.45663 - - 0.16586 0.7% 
2-9 - - - 0.28701 0.10389 2.1% 
2-10 - - - - 0.19255 1.7% 
2-11 0.21105 - - - 0.13406 3.1% 
 
[Table 10: Regression Summary Output of Revenue Change Volatility] 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.273312203 
R Square 0.07469956 
Adjusted R Square 0.030637635 
Standard Error 0.000669774 
Observations 45 
 
ANOVA 
       df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 2 1.52104E-06 7.60522E-07 1.695331264 0.195856568 
Residual 42 1.88411E-05 4.48598E-07 
  Total 44 2.03622E-05       
 
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.001577739 0.000242273 6.512237665 7.2768E-08 
Market size -1.66547E-09 1.3113E-09 -1.270085033 0.21104583 
Supply Elasticity -0.000183997 0.000120432 -1.527806894 0.134057312 
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CHAPTER 5: DECOMPOSITION OF VACANCY CHANGE VOLATILITY 
 
5-1: DEMAND INDEX OF VACANCY CHANGE VOLATILITY 
 
To examine whether vacancy change volatility is associated with supply side volatility in 
construction or economic (absorption) volatility in demand, the demand index was calculated 
across 45 MSAs from the fourth quarter of 1987 to the first quarter of 2010. (See Appendix 6 
for Demand Index lists by market.) As shown in the graph, it appears that vacancy change 
volatility is driven largely by the demand side rather than the supply side. That is, absorption 
volatility affects vacancy change volatility more than does completion volatility in most of 
the observed MSAs. Demand Index averages are as high as 69.8%. 
 
[Table 11: Average of Demand Index and Supply Index] 
 
Average 
Demand Index Supply Index 
Average 69.80 30.20% 
 
[Figure 8: Quarterly Basis Demand Index and Supply Index] 
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5-2: CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS ON DEMAND INDEX 
 
In the previous section, demand share primarily accounts for vacancy change volatility 
(approximately 70%). In this section, the Demand Index was regressed across 45 MSAs to 
analyze which market characteristics determine demand share in an MSA. Correlations of the 
Demand Index with the independent variables were also measured and the results are shown 
in Table 12. 
 
[Table 12: Correlation between Demand Index and Market Characteristics] 
 
Market Size Emp Growth FIRE % Concentration Supply 
Correlation 0.2261 -0.4467 0.1835 0.05263 -0.3331 
 
The correlation results suggest that employment growth and supply elasticity are negatively 
correlated with Demand Index, and market size, FIRE percentage, and Concentration Index 
have positive relationships with Demand Index. Regression results are displayed in Table 13. 
 
[Table 13: Regression Analysis Results of Demand Index] 
Case 
No. 
P - Values of Independent Variables 
Adjusted 
R2 
Market 
Size 
Employment 
Growth 
FIRE % 
Concentration 
Index 
Supply 
Elasticity 
3-1 0.11314 0.04446 0.54763 0.03621 0.00778 28.9% 
3-2 0.33203 0.01684 0.35247 0.37494 - 16.7% 
3-3 0.75926 0.01073 0.31149 - 0.05943 22.3% 
3-4 0.09497 0.04195 - 0.02318 0.00534 30.0% 
3-5 0.77991 0.00863 - - 0.05231 22.2% 
3-6 - 0.00445 0.44470 0.15523 0.01762 26.0% 
3-7 - 0.00360 - 0.11353 0.01276 26.7% 
3-8 - 0.00375 - - 0.04425 23.9% 
 
It is meaningful to compare the prediction of vacancy volatility (Table 6) with demand- 
oriented volatility (Table 13). Market size is a significant determinant for vacancy but not for 
demand. The lowest p-value is at most 0.09497 (Table 13). It is likely that, because market 
size represents an overall economic structure, it better explains overall volatility in vacancy 
change than does demand-oriented vacancy change volatility. Furthermore, both employment 
growth and supply elasticity are good predictors in the vacancy and demand model. The share 
of FIRE jobs and the office submarket structure within metropolitan markets do not 
significantly predict variances in vacancy and demand volatility. Coefficients of employment 
growth and supply elasticity explain the variance of vacancy change volatility throughout the 
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regressions. More detailed regression results from Case 3-8 are shown in Table 14. 
 
[Table 14: Regression Summary Output of Demand Index] 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.5233294 
R Square 0.2738736 
Adjusted R Square 0.2392962 
Standard Error 0.1153861 
Observations 45 
 
ANOVA 
       df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 2 0.2109085 0.1054543 7.920585297 0.0012057 
Residual 42 0.5591858 0.0133139 
  Total 44 0.7700943       
 
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.8475429 0.0425311 19.927619 5.04335E-23 
Employment Growth -15.693478 5.1125046 -3.0696262 0.003747554 
Supply Elasticity -0.0428479 0.0206598 -2.0739775 0.044249105 
 
As shown above, employment growth and supply elasticity have negative relationships with 
Demand Index. It is interesting to note that employment growth has a positive relationship 
with vacancy change volatility (Table 7) but is negatively related with Demand Index (Table 
14). In other words, a low employment growth rate makes an MSA less volatile in vacancy 
change but more demand driven (less supply driven). Because a metropolitan area with high 
employment growth is often thought to have high volatility in employment growth, this 
relationship of employment growth can be explained by over- or underbuilding on the supply 
side in response to demand shocks, which increases supply side volatility. However, as lower 
employment growth means more economically stable, employment growth is positively 
related with overall vacancy change volatility. 
 
In addition, the results suggest that high supply elasticity increases the completion-oriented 
vacancy change volatility due to the over- or underbuilding on the supply side. The standard 
residual plot for Demand Index (Case 3-8) shown in Figure 9 displays the same pattern as 
that of vacancy change volatility. 
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[Figure 9: Standard Residuals of Demand Index Regression] 
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CHAPTER 6: DECOMPOSITION OF REVENUE CHANGE VOLATILITY 
 
6-1: OCCUPANCY INDEX OF REVENUE CHANGE VOLATILITY 
 
Occupancy Index was also calculated across the metropolitan areas on a quarterly basis, and 
the results are shown in Table 15. It appears that revenue change volatility is mostly affected 
by rent change volatility in all of the observed MSAs. In other words, revenue change in 
office space overwhelmingly originates from rent change. It should also be noted that the sum 
of Occupancy Index and Rent Index in each MSA doesn‟t exactly equal 1 because the index 
was calculated based on the approximate expression (as described in Chapter 3). 
 
[Table 15: Average of Occupancy Index and Rent Index] 
 
Average 
Occupancy Index Rent Index 
Average 18.40% 81.82% 
 
[Figure 10: Quarterly basis Occupancy Index and Rent Index] 
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6-2: CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS ON OCCUPANCY INDEX 
 
Independent of the Demand Index analysis reported in the previous chapter, regression 
analysis of Occupancy Index was run to identify market determinants that affect occupancy 
share in revenue change volatility. The correlation results in Table 16 indicate a positive 
correlation between employment growth and Occupancy Index. However, market size, 
Concentration Index, and supply elasticity are negatively correlated. 
 
[Table 16: Correlation between Occupancy Index and Market Characteristics] 
Correlation Market Size Emp Growth FIRE % Concentration Supply 
Occupancy Index -0.1280 0.4444 0.0690 -0.2506 -0.2472 
 
The results of the Occupancy Index regression in Table 17 indicate that the coefficients of 
employment growth and supply elasticity are significant at the 90% confidence level. 
Comparing Occupancy Index (Table 17) with revenue change volatility (Table 9), the 
decomposition of revenue change volatility helps to eliminate statistical noise in revenue 
change volatility, increasing adjusted R-squared from approximately 3% to more than 20%. 
Employment growth consistently predicts occupancy-oriented revenue change volatility, and 
the coefficients of Concentration Index and supply elasticity are significant at the 90% 
confidence level when they are not combined. Supply Elasticity, however, makes the model a 
better fit than the Concentration Index. Table 18 and 19 display statistical specifications of 
Case 4-8 and 4-9, and the standard residual plots (Case 4-8 and 4-9) in Figure 11 are visually 
random and do not have any specification error and outlier. 
 
[Table 17: Regression Analysis Results of Occupancy Index] 
Case 
No. 
P - Values of Independent Variables 
Adjusted 
R2 
Market 
Size 
Employment 
Growth 
FIRE % 
Concentration 
Index 
Supply 
Elasticity 
4-1 0.27749 0.00560 0.31944 0.09853 0.19818 26.8% 
4-2 0.17215 0.01011 0.23817 0.01358 - 25.5% 
4-3 0.32455 0.00574 - 0.13678 0.14991 26.7% 
4-4 0.95372 0.00130 - - 0.02220 24.4% 
4-5 0.20431 0.01176 - 0.02043 - 24.7% 
4-6 0.81633 0.00355 - - - 16.0% 
4-7 - 0.00059 - 0.25825 0.09775 26.7% 
4-8 - 0.00055 - - 0.02002 26.2% 
4-9 - 0.00129 - 0.04800 - 23.5% 
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[Table 18: Regression Summary Output of Occupancy Index] 
 
Case 4-8 
Regression Statistics 
    Multiple R 0.5436502 
    R Square 0.2955555 
    Adjusted R Square 0.2620105 
    Standard Error 0.0624705 
    Observations 45 
    
      ANOVA 
       df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 2 0.068768748 0.0343844 8.810724121 0.0006379 
Residual 42 0.163907493 0.0039026 
  Total 44 0.232676241       
 
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.1711348 0.023026484 7.4320861 3.52524E-09 
Employment Growth 10.348938 2.767929651 3.7388732 0.00055  
Supply Elasticity -0.0270459 0.011185285 -2.4179871 0.02002  
 
Case 4-9 
Regression Statistics 
    Multiple R 0.5192639 
    R Square 0.269635 
    Adjusted R Square 0.2348557 
    Standard Error 0.0636094 
    Observations 45 
    
      ANOVA 
       df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 2 0.0627377 0.0313688 7.752747587 0.0013625 
Residual 42 0.1699386 0.0040462 
  Total 44 0.2326762       
 
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.1838553 0.0300302 6.1223581 2.64811E-07 
Employment Growth 9.6296221 2.7923009 3.4486333 0.00129  
Concentration Index -0.3148408 0.1545755 -2.0368096 0.04800  
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[Figure 11: Standard Residuals of Occupancy Index Regression] 
 
Case 4-8 
 
 
Case 4-9 
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6-3: CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS ON COVARIANCE INDEX 
 
In the previous section, Occupancy Index was regressed across US office markets, and it 
appears that employment growth and supply elasticity are the primary determinants of 
Occupancy Index. Finally, the correlation and regression analyses on the Covariance Index 
examined the strength of the link between rent change and occupancy change. Covariance 
Index (average: 4.7%) across the MSAs is shown in Figure 12. 
 
[Figure 12: Covariance Index] 
 
 
In Table 19, the results of correlation analysis between Occupancy Index and the market 
characteristics are displayed. Differently from the previous four tests (vacancy change 
volatility, rent change volatility, Demand Index and Occupancy Index), employment growth 
does not show a strong correlation. However, Concentration Index and Supply Elasticity have 
strongly negative correlations with Covariance Index. Market size is positively correlated 
with Covariance Index at 0.35. 
 
[Table 19: Correlation between Covariance Index and Market Characteristics] 
 
Market Size Emp Growth FIRE % Concentration Supply 
COV Index 0.35 0.07 -0.22 -0.63 -0.44 
 
From the regression results shown in Table 20, Case 5-8 has adjusted R-squared of 40.5% 
suggesting that coefficients of Concentration Index and supply elasticity have significant p-
values at the 90% confidence level, but employment growth and market size are not closely 
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associated with Covariance Index. FIRE percentage seems to have some relationship, but its 
p-value is not strong enough to provide conclusive evidence to explain the relationship with 
Covariance Index. 
 
[Table 20: Regression Analysis Results of Covariance Index] 
Case 
No. 
P - Values of Independent Variables 
Adjusted 
R2 
Market 
Size 
Employment 
Growth 
FIRE % 
Concentration 
Index 
Supply 
Elasticity 
5-1 0.57168 0.28903 0.16327 0.01207 0.05430 40.8% 
5-2 0.87549 0.51070 0.27404 0.00038 - 36.5% 
5-3 0.90636 - 0.15987 0.00404 0.07932 40.6% 
5-4 0.68169 0.28678 - 0.00532 0.08317 39.3% 
5-5 - 0.35969 0.17564 0.00036 0.06152 41.8% 
5-6 - 0.31858 - 0.00016 0.08805 40.5% 
5-7 - - 0.15573 0.00034 0.07558 42.0% 
5-8 - - - 0.00014 0.11198 40.5% 
5-9 - 0.35189 - - 0.00180 17.5% 
 
The results from the separate analyses for revenue-related volatility (summarized in Table 9, 
Table 17 and Table 20) have promising implications for market-wide income stream volatility 
and the submarket structure of metropolitan areas. One can observe that the coefficients of 
Concentration Index across Cases 4-1 to 4-9 in Table 17 are significant relative to the ones in 
Table 9. Noting that the statistical specifications in Table 9 are of revenue change volatility 
that is not decomposed, the submarket structure becomes more meaningful when we 
understand the revenue movement that is derived from the (decomposed) occupancy factor 
(Table 17). 
 
Furthermore, in predicting the covariance of the occupancy-rent volatility, the submarket 
structure index becomes an even more important factor and the coefficients become highly 
significant. Consequently, the decomposition of revenue change is itself of great importance 
in explaining revenue change volatility. More important is the negative sign of the 
Concentration Index coefficient indicating that more fragmented markets, all else being equal, 
show more volatility in the occupancy-oriented revenue change and in the covariance of 
occupancy-oriented and rent-oriented revenue change. 
 
The standard residual plot for Covariance Index shown in Figure 13 displays the same pattern 
as that of occupancy change volatility. 
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[Table 21: Regression Summary Output of Covariance Index] 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.6574027 
R Square 0.4321784 
Adjusted R Square 0.4051392 
Standard Error 0.0326919 
Observations 45 
 
ANOVA 
       df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 2 0.0341649 0.0170825 15.98344475 6.89367E-06 
Residual 42 0.0448879 0.0010688 
  Total 44 0.0790528       
 
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.1225882 0.0142303 8.6145911 7.90176E-11 
Concentration Index -0.3680829 0.0880439 -4.1806759 0.00014  
Supply Elasticity -0.0104339 0.0064271 -1.6234242 0.11198  
 
[Figure 13: Standard Residuals of Covariance Index Regression] 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 
 
This study examined three questions: 
 “What characterizes office markets that are more volatile in vacancy and revenue?” 
 “Is volatility in vacancy change associated mostly with supply side volatility in 
construction or economic volatility in demand?” 
 “Is volatility in revenue change caused mostly by rent side or occupancy side?” 
To answer the second and third questions, this study introduced decomposed volatility in 
vacancy change and rent change. The resulting vacancy change volatility proved to be mostly 
driven by the demand side, and revenue change volatility is primarily associated with the rent 
side. This study also examined the relationships of decomposed volatility with market 
characteristics, and the results for the linear regression analyses on overall volatility and 
decomposed volatility are summarized in Table 22. 
 
[Table 22: Regression Results Summary] 
Volatility 
Signs of Significant Coefficients Adjusted 
R2 M E F C S 
Overall 
Volatility 
Volatility in ΔVacancy - +   - 47.9% 
Volatility in ΔRevenue      3.1%
8
 
Decomposed 
Volatility 
Demand Index  -   - 23.9% 
Occupancy Index 
 +   - 26.2% 
 +  -  23.5% 
Covariance Index    - - 40.5% 
 
 M: Market size, E: Employment Growth, F: FIRE %, C: Concentration Index, S: Supply 
Elasticity 
 
Interestingly, geographical land availability is of great importance in explaining all of the 
examined volatilities except revenue change volatility. The regressions of any combination of 
the market characteristics did not show statistical fit with revenue change volatility. More 
importantly, the signs of supply elasticity are always negative within metropolitan areas. 
Presumably because low supply elasticity increases the cost structure of land development, 
                                           
8
 Maximum adjusted R-squared is 3.1%, and no significant coefficient can be found. 
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high supply elasticity makes an MSA less volatile in overall vacancy change, but it makes the 
office market more supply driven in vacancy change volatility due to over- or underbuilding 
on the supply side. 
 
Employment growth as the overall economic structure also plays a significant role in 
predicting overall and demand-oriented volatility in vacancy change and occupancy-oriented 
revenue change volatility. The negative relationship between the employment growth and 
demand-oriented volatility in vacancy change can be explained in terms of the supply side‟s 
over- or underbuilding in response to demand shocks. Additionally, higher employment 
growth increases occupancy share in rent vacancy change volatility because it makes vacancy 
change more volatile, also indicating that occupancy moves more sensitively to employment 
change than rent does. 
 
However, despite the fact that in the last two decades the financial sector has been the source 
of new building construction, FIRE jobs do not reliably predict volatilities throughout the 
tests. The submarket structure becomes more meaningful when the revenue change volatility 
is decomposed into volatility in the occupancy-oriented revenue change and in the covariance 
of occupancy-oriented and rent-oriented revenue change. Market size does not affect the 
decomposed volatility, but it reduces overall vacancy change volatility. 
 
This study gives developers some strategic decision-making tools for office property 
development with respect to income stream. If developers expect some exogenous factors 
that affect revenue change because of market occupancy change, and hence from rent change, 
they have to examine employment growth, land availability, and inner market structure to 
predict the movement of revenue change. Therefore, when they expect shocks to occupancy 
and resulting movement in revenue, risk-averse developers should adjust their development 
scheme from less to more concentrated, geographically supply elastic, economically stable 
markets. This study adds to the knowledge base and provides a steppingstone for additional 
studies of real estate market volatility. Further study of the relationship of revenue change 
volatility to other market characteristics will provide deeper understanding of real estate 
market volatility. 
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1: List of MSAs Used in the Study 
 
1. Albuquerque          24. Minneapolis          
2. Atlanta              25. Nashville            
3. Austin               26. Newark               
4. Baltimore            27. New York             
5. Boston               28. Oakland              
6. Chicago              29. Orlando              
7. Charlotte            30. Philadelphia         
8. Cincinnati           31. Phoenix              
9. Cleveland            32. Portland             
10. Columbus             33. Riverside            
11. Dallas               34. Salt Lake City       
12. Denver               35. San Diego            
13. Detroit              36. Seattle              
14. Fort Lauderdale      37. San Francisco        
15. Fort Worth           38. San Jose             
16. Hartford             39. St. Louis            
17. Houston              40. Stamford             
18. Indianapolis         41. Tampa                
19. Jacksonville         42. Toledo               
20. Kansas City          43. Tucson               
21. Los Angeles          44. Washington, DC       
22. Las Vegas            45. West Palm Beach      
23. Miami                  
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Appendix 2: Monthly Consumer Price Index - All Urban Consumers (Not seasonally adjusted) 
 
Area: U.S. city average 
Item: All items 
Based Period: 1982-84=100 
 
Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 
1987 111.2 111.6 112.1 112.7 113.1 113.5 113.8 114.4 115.0 115.3 115.4 115.4 113.6 
1988 115.7 116.0 116.5 117.1 117.5 118.0 118.5 119.0 119.8 120.2 120.3 120.5 118.3 
1989 121.1 121.6 122.3 123.1 123.8 124.1 124.4 124.6 125.0 125.6 125.9 126.1 124.0 
1990 127.4 128.0 128.7 128.9 129.2 129.9 130.4 131.6 132.7 133.5 133.8 133.8 130.7 
1991 134.6 134.8 135.0 135.2 135.6 136.0 136.2 136.6 137.2 137.4 137.8 137.9 136.2 
1992 138.1 138.6 139.3 139.5 139.7 140.2 140.5 140.9 141.3 141.8 142.0 141.9 140.3 
1993 142.6 143.1 143.6 144.0 144.2 144.4 144.4 144.8 145.1 145.7 145.8 145.8 144.5 
1994 146.2 146.7 147.2 147.4 147.5 148.0 148.4 149.0 149.4 149.5 149.7 149.7 148.2 
1995 150.3 150.9 151.4 151.9 152.2 152.5 152.5 152.9 153.2 153.7 153.6 153.5 152.4 
1996 154.4 154.9 155.7 156.3 156.6 156.7 157.0 157.3 157.8 158.3 158.6 158.6 156.9 
1997 159.1 159.6 160.0 160.2 160.1 160.3 160.5 160.8 161.2 161.6 161.5 161.3 160.5 
1998 161.6 161.9 162.2 162.5 162.8 163.0 163.2 163.4 163.6 164.0 164.0 163.9 163.0 
1999 164.3 164.5 165.0 166.2 166.2 166.2 166.7 167.1 167.9 168.2 168.3 168.3 166.6 
2000 168.8 169.8 171.2 171.3 171.5 172.4 172.8 172.8 173.7 174.0 174.1 174.0 172.2 
2001 175.1 175.8 176.2 176.9 177.7 178.0 177.5 177.5 178.3 177.7 177.4 176.7 177.1 
2002 177.1 177.8 178.8 179.8 179.8 179.9 180.1 180.7 181.0 181.3 181.3 180.9 179.9 
2003 181.7 183.1 184.2 183.8 183.5 183.7 183.9 184.6 185.2 185.0 184.5 184.3 184.0 
2004 185.2 186.2 187.4 188.0 189.1 189.7 189.4 189.5 189.9 190.9 191.0 190.3 188.9 
2005 190.7 191.8 193.3 194.6 194.4 194.5 195.4 196.4 198.8 199.2 197.6 196.8 195.3 
2006 198.3 198.7 199.8 201.5 202.5 202.9 203.5 203.9 202.9 201.8 201.5 201.8 201.6 
2007 202.4 203.5 205.4 206.7 207.9 208.4 208.3 207.9 208.5 208.9 210.2 210.0 207.3 
2008 211.1 211.7 213.5 214.8 216.6 218.8 220.0 219.1 218.8 216.6 212.4 210.2 215.3 
2009 211.1 212.2 212.7 213.2 213.9 215.7 215.4 215.8 216.0 216.2 216.3 215.9 214.5 
2010 216.7 216.7 217.6 218.0                   
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Appendix 3: Quarterly Consumer Price Index (Based on monthly consumer price index of Appendix 2) 
 
Year Quarter CPI Cumulative Quarterly Year Quarter CPI Cumulative Quarterly Year Quarter CPI Cumulative Quarterly 
1987 4 115.4  100.00%   1995 4 153.6  133.14% 0.48% 2003 4 184.6  160.01% 0.02% 
1988 1 116.1  100.61% 0.61% 1996 1 155.0  134.35% 0.91% 2004 1 186.3  161.46% 0.90% 
1988 2 117.5  101.88% 1.26% 1996 2 156.5  135.68% 0.99% 2004 2 188.9  163.77% 1.43% 
1988 3 119.1  103.24% 1.33% 1996 3 157.4  136.41% 0.53% 2004 3 189.6  164.35% 0.35% 
1988 4 120.3  104.31% 1.04% 1996 4 158.5  137.39% 0.72% 2004 4 190.7  165.33% 0.60% 
1989 1 121.7  105.46% 1.11% 1997 1 159.6  138.31% 0.67% 2005 1 191.9  166.37% 0.63% 
1989 2 123.7  107.19% 1.64% 1997 2 160.2  138.86% 0.40% 2005 2 194.5  168.59% 1.34% 
1989 3 124.7  108.06% 0.81% 1997 3 160.8  139.41% 0.40% 2005 3 196.9  170.64% 1.22% 
1989 4 125.9  109.10% 0.96% 1997 4 161.5  139.96% 0.39% 2005 4 197.9  171.51% 0.51% 
1990 1 128.0  110.98% 1.72% 1998 1 161.9  140.34% 0.27% 2006 1 198.9  172.44% 0.54% 
1990 2 129.3  112.11% 1.02% 1998 2 162.8  141.09% 0.54% 2006 2 202.3  175.35% 1.69% 
1990 3 131.6  114.04% 1.73% 1998 3 163.4  141.64% 0.39% 2006 3 203.4  176.34% 0.56% 
1990 4 133.7  115.89% 1.62% 1998 4 164.0  142.13% 0.35% 2006 4 201.7  174.83% -0.85% 
1991 1 134.8  116.84% 0.82% 1999 1 164.6  142.68% 0.39% 2007 1 203.8  176.62% 1.02% 
1991 2 135.6  117.54% 0.59% 1999 2 166.2  144.06% 0.97% 2007 2 207.7  180.00% 1.92% 
1991 3 136.7  118.46% 0.79% 1999 3 167.2  144.96% 0.62% 2007 3 208.2  180.50% 0.28% 
1991 4 137.7  119.36% 0.76% 1999 4 168.3  145.85% 0.62% 2007 4 209.7  181.78% 0.71% 
1992 1 138.7  120.20% 0.70% 2000 1 169.9  147.30% 0.99% 2008 1 212.1  183.85% 1.14% 
1992 2 139.8  121.18% 0.82% 2000 2 171.7  148.86% 1.06% 2008 2 216.8  187.89% 2.20% 
1992 3 140.9  122.13% 0.79% 2000 3 173.1  150.04% 0.80% 2008 3 219.3  190.07% 1.16% 
1992 4 141.9  123.00% 0.71% 2000 4 174.0  150.85% 0.54% 2008 4 213.1  184.69% -2.83% 
1993 1 143.1  124.04% 0.85% 2001 1 175.7  152.30% 0.96% 2009 1 212.0  183.77% -0.50% 
1993 2 144.2  124.99% 0.77% 2001 2 177.5  153.89% 1.04% 2009 2 214.3  185.72% 1.06% 
1993 3 144.8  125.48% 0.39% 2001 3 177.8  154.09% 0.13% 2009 3 215.7  186.98% 0.68% 
1993 4 145.8  126.35% 0.69% 2001 4 177.3  153.66% -0.28% 2009 4 216.2  187.36% 0.20% 
1994 1 146.7  127.16% 0.64% 2002 1 177.9  154.20% 0.36% 2010 1 217.0  188.11% 0.40% 
1994 2 147.6  127.97% 0.64% 2002 2 179.8  155.88% 1.09% 
1994 3 148.9  129.10% 0.88% 2002 3 180.6  156.54% 0.43% 
1994 4 149.6  129.70% 0.47% 2002 4 181.2  157.04% 0.31% 
1995 1 150.9  130.77% 0.82% 2003 1 183.0  158.62% 1.01% 
1995 2 152.2  131.93% 0.88% 2003 2 183.7  159.20% 0.36% 
1995 3 152.9  132.51% 0.44% 2003 3 184.6  159.98% 0.49% 
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Appendix 4: Volatility in Vacancy Change on Quarterly and Yearly Bases 
 
No. MSA Name 
Volatility 
No. MSA Name 
Volatility 
Quarterly Yearly Quarterly Yearly 
1 Albuquerque          0.000123  0.000123  42 Toledo               0.000021  0.000728  
2 Atlanta              0.000069  0.000069  43 Tucson               0.000147  0.000338  
3 Austin               0.000211  0.000211  44 Washington, DC       0.000060  0.001165  
4 Baltimore            0.000084  0.000084  45 West Palm Beach      0.000155  0.000625  
5 Boston               0.000076  0.000076  
6 Chicago              0.000044  0.000044  
7 Charlotte            0.000106  0.000106  
8 Cincinnati           0.000083  0.000083  
9 Cleveland            0.000096  0.000096  
10 Columbus             0.000107  0.000107  
11 Dallas               0.000067  0.000067  
12 Denver               0.000078  0.000078  
13 Detroit              0.000058  0.000058  
14 Fort Lauderdale      0.000180  0.000765  
15 Fort Worth           0.000102  0.000651  
16 Hartford             0.000136  0.002133  
17 Houston              0.000047  0.000493  
18 Indianapolis         0.000139  0.000620  
19 Jacksonville         0.000157  0.000410  
20 Kansas City          0.000089  0.000694  
21 Los Angeles          0.000052  0.000418  
22 Las Vegas            0.000207  0.000392  
23 Miami                0.000122  0.000649  
24 Minneapolis          0.000099  0.000598  
25 Nashville            0.000089  0.000692  
26 Newark               0.000104  0.000470  
27 New York             0.000043  0.001153  
28 Oakland              0.000101  0.000394  
29 Orlando              0.000113  0.000773  
30 Philadelphia         0.000048  0.000464  
31 Phoenix              0.000133  0.000495  
32 Portland             0.000093  0.000538  
33 Riverside            0.000198  0.000478  
34 Salt Lake City       0.000181  0.000361  
35 San Diego            0.000099  0.001016  
36 Seattle              0.000106  0.000730  
37 San Francisco        0.000141  0.000688  
38 San Jose             0.000212  0.000535  
39 St. Louis            0.000091  0.000458  
40 Stamford             0.000120  0.000397  
41 Tampa                0.000106  0.000649  
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Appendix 5: Volatility in Revenue Change on Quarterly and Yearly Bases 
 
No. MSA Name 
Volatility 
No. MSA Name 
Volatility 
Quarterly Yearly Quarterly Yearly 
1 Albuquerque          0.001198  0.005386  42 Toledo               0.000281  0.001765  
2 Atlanta              0.000532  0.004311  43 Tucson               0.001974  0.009044  
3 Austin               0.001884  0.016264  44 Washington, DC       0.000662  0.006384  
4 Baltimore            0.000586  0.005590  45 West Palm Beach      0.002838  0.021751  
5 Boston               0.001902  0.020266  
6 Chicago              0.000516  0.004611  
7 Charlotte            0.001634  0.006947  
8 Cincinnati           0.000657  0.003209  
9 Cleveland            0.001695  0.004910  
10 Columbus             0.001002  0.004315  
11 Dallas               0.000934  0.009707  
12 Denver               0.000747  0.007047  
13 Detroit              0.000837  0.005228  
14 Fort Lauderdale      0.002958  0.019236  
15 Fort Worth           0.000745  0.006590  
16 Hartford             0.001228  0.006064  
17 Houston              0.000691  0.006635  
18 Indianapolis         0.001550  0.008601  
19 Jacksonville         0.000688  0.003573  
20 Kansas City          0.000628  0.004119  
21 Los Angeles          0.000541  0.005525  
22 Las Vegas            0.000980  0.005274  
23 Miami                0.001069  0.007191  
24 Minneapolis          0.000947  0.008058  
25 Nashville            0.000605  0.004359  
26 Newark               0.001521  0.007499  
27 New York             0.001316  0.011532  
28 Oakland              0.001017  0.008461  
29 Orlando              0.000864  0.004582  
30 Philadelphia         0.001008  0.005392  
31 Phoenix              0.000748  0.007937  
32 Portland             0.000572  0.004062  
33 Riverside            0.001117  0.004378  
34 Salt Lake City       0.001227  0.006019  
35 San Diego            0.000897  0.008384  
36 Seattle              0.001045  0.010120  
37 San Francisco        0.002286  0.024120  
38 San Jose             0.003393  0.032689  
39 St. Louis            0.001622  0.007005  
40 Stamford             0.001011  0.007550  
41 Tampa                0.000837  0.004939  
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Appendix 6: Volatility in Vacancy Change, Demand Index and Supply Index- Quarterly 
 
Number MSA Name 
Volatility (Variance) Covariance Index 
ΔVacancy Completion (C) Absorption (A) C&A Demand  Index Supply Index 
1 Albuquerque          0.000123  0.000066  0.000110  0.000027  0.678290  0.321710  
2 Atlanta              0.000069  0.000050  0.000058  0.000019  0.563274  0.436726  
3 Austin               0.000211  0.000084  0.000139  0.000006  0.629104  0.370896  
4 Baltimore            0.000084  0.000048  0.000078  0.000021  0.676105  0.323895  
5 Boston               0.000076  0.000022  0.000055  0.000000  0.715208  0.284792  
6 Chicago              0.000044  0.000032  0.000047  0.000017  0.670170  0.329830  
7 Charlotte            0.000106  0.000160  0.000144  0.000099  0.423048  0.576952  
8 Cincinnati           0.000083  0.000047  0.000082  0.000023  0.711573  0.288427  
9 Cleveland            0.000096  0.000045  0.000103  0.000026  0.798423  0.201577  
10 Columbus             0.000107  0.000117  0.000104  0.000057  0.437844  0.562156  
11 Dallas               0.000067  0.000028  0.000051  0.000006  0.667507  0.332493  
12 Denver               0.000078  0.000027  0.000060  0.000005  0.710847  0.289153  
13 Detroit              0.000058  0.000037  0.000058  0.000018  0.673883  0.326117  
14 Fort Lauderdale      0.000180  0.000104  0.000167  0.000045  0.674972  0.325028  
15 Fort Worth           0.000102  0.000114  0.000149  0.000081  0.670967  0.329033  
16 Hartford             0.000136  0.000034  0.000092  (0.000005) 0.712400  0.287600  
17 Houston              0.000047  0.000010  0.000038  0.000000  0.789285  0.210715  
18 Indianapolis         0.000139  0.000078  0.000095  0.000017  0.562992  0.437008  
19 Jacksonville         0.000157  0.000100  0.000194  0.000069  0.800695  0.199305  
20 Kansas City          0.000089  0.000029  0.000079  0.000009  0.775898  0.224102  
21 Los Angeles          0.000052  0.000026  0.000047  0.000011  0.699760  0.300240  
22 Las Vegas            0.000207  0.000128  0.000231  0.000076  0.748598  0.251402  
23 Miami                0.000122  0.000018  0.000110  0.000003  0.876204  0.123796  
24 Minneapolis          0.000099  0.000047  0.000073  0.000011  0.633262  0.366738  
25 Nashville            0.000089  0.000058  0.000099  0.000034  0.729138  0.270862  
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26 Newark               0.000104  0.000050  0.000137  0.000042  0.916409  0.083591  
27 New York             0.000043  0.000041  0.000090  0.000044  1.072897  (0.072897) 
28 Oakland              0.000101  0.000050  0.000104  0.000027  0.765800  0.234200  
29 Orlando              0.000113  0.000126  0.000124  0.000069  0.490698  0.509302  
30 Philadelphia         0.000048  0.000032  0.000048  0.000016  0.666878  0.333122  
31 Phoenix              0.000133  0.000093  0.000080  0.000020  0.450981  0.549019  
32 Portland             0.000093  0.000025  0.000076  0.000004  0.773313  0.226687  
33 Riverside            0.000198  0.000214  0.000293  0.000155  0.699877  0.300123  
34 Salt Lake City       0.000181  0.000079  0.000184  0.000041  0.791547  0.208453  
35 San Diego            0.000099  0.000084  0.000103  0.000044  0.594979  0.405021  
36 Seattle              0.000106  0.000079  0.000093  0.000033  0.570239  0.429761  
37 San Francisco        0.000141  0.000024  0.000105  (0.000006) 0.785709  0.214291  
38 San Jose             0.000212  0.000068  0.000154  0.000005  0.701902  0.298098  
39 St. Louis            0.000091  0.000032  0.000072  0.000006  0.720097  0.279903  
40 Stamford             0.000120  0.000035  0.000121  0.000018  0.857634  0.142366  
41 Tampa                0.000106  0.000089  0.000083  0.000033  0.476025  0.523975  
42 Toledo               0.000021  0.000075  0.000090  0.000072  0.867817  0.132183  
43 Tucson               0.000147  0.000055  0.000166  0.000037  0.876529  0.123471  
44 Washington, DC       0.000060  0.000041  0.000048  0.000014  0.554560  0.445440  
45 West Palm Beach      0.000155  0.000062  0.000139  0.000023  0.747995  0.252005  
 
  
      
Average 0.000109  0.000064  0.000106  0.000031  0.698030  0.301970  
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Appendix 7: Volatility in Revenue Change, Occupancy Index and Covariance Index – Quarterly 
 
Number MSA Name 
Volatility (Variance) COV Index 
%ΔREV %ΔOC/S %ΔRRENT %ΔOC/S, %ΔRRENT Occupancy Index Rent index COV index 
1 Albuquerque          0.001198  0.000153  0.000947  0.000049  0.168755  0.830966  0.040728  
2 Atlanta              0.000532  0.000088  0.000344  0.000051  0.259803  0.742352  0.094935  
3 Austin               0.001884  0.000291  0.001343  0.000131  0.223908  0.782436  0.069557  
4 Baltimore            0.000586  0.000111  0.000423  0.000027  0.235675  0.766996  0.046025  
5 Boston               0.001902  0.000104  0.001540  0.000133  0.124360  0.879212  0.069786  
6 Chicago              0.000516  0.000055  0.000372  0.000046  0.195344  0.810343  0.088889  
7 Charlotte            0.001634  0.000125  0.001543  (0.000019) 0.064599  0.932080  (0.011831) 
8 Cincinnati           0.000657  0.000108  0.000555  (0.000004) 0.159015  0.838986  (0.005517) 
9 Cleveland            0.001695  0.000127  0.001582  (0.000001) 0.074258  0.932165  (0.000870) 
10 Columbus             0.001002  0.000129  0.000841  0.000019  0.147784  0.858138  0.018553  
11 Dallas               0.000934  0.000097  0.000655  0.000092  0.201949  0.799245  0.098365  
12 Denver               0.000747  0.000103  0.000543  0.000052  0.207526  0.796450  0.069155  
13 Detroit              0.000837  0.000075  0.000592  0.000087  0.193209  0.811879  0.104122  
14 Fort Lauderdale      0.002958  0.000268  0.002433  0.000131  0.135091  0.866949  0.044416  
15 Fort Worth           0.000745  0.000134  0.000633  (0.000012) 0.162993  0.833560  (0.016364) 
16 Hartford             0.001228  0.000188  0.000986  0.000030  0.177442  0.826893  0.024482  
17 Houston              0.000691  0.000066  0.000496  0.000063  0.187230  0.808764  0.091621  
18 Indianapolis         0.001550  0.000178  0.001472  (0.000049) 0.083495  0.918341  (0.031496) 
19 Jacksonville         0.000688  0.000210  0.000432  0.000026  0.342742  0.665201  0.037692  
20 Kansas City          0.000628  0.000116  0.000523  (0.000006) 0.174895  0.824162  (0.009218) 
21 Los Angeles          0.000541  0.000068  0.000385  0.000045  0.208957  0.796380  0.084027  
22 Las Vegas            0.000980  0.000274  0.000539  0.000079  0.360024  0.630000  0.080190  
23 Miami                0.001069  0.000174  0.000741  0.000080  0.237799  0.768030  0.074814  
24 Minneapolis          0.000947  0.000123  0.000704  0.000061  0.194444  0.808094  0.064676  
25 Nashville            0.000605  0.000112  0.000457  0.000017  0.212838  0.782652  0.027359  
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26 Newark               0.001521  0.000151  0.001354  0.000006  0.103690  0.894781  0.004104  
27 New York             0.001316  0.000054  0.001138  0.000062  0.088119  0.911971  0.047377  
28 Oakland              0.001017  0.000127  0.000750  0.000074  0.198448  0.810622  0.073221  
29 Orlando              0.000864  0.000136  0.000717  0.000008  0.165694  0.837693  0.008829  
30 Philadelphia         0.001008  0.000060  0.000904  0.000023  0.082243  0.919783  0.023165  
31 Phoenix              0.000748  0.000167  0.000456  0.000063  0.307593  0.694747  0.084772  
32 Portland             0.000572  0.000118  0.000354  0.000050  0.293093  0.707043  0.087267  
33 Riverside            0.001117  0.000309  0.000714  0.000047  0.318375  0.681329  0.042008  
34 Salt Lake City       0.001227  0.000245  0.000920  0.000029  0.223801  0.773565  0.023929  
35 San Diego            0.000897  0.000127  0.000633  0.000070  0.219200  0.783236  0.077562  
36 Seattle              0.001045  0.000123  0.000711  0.000110  0.223038  0.786223  0.105729  
37 San Francisco        0.002286  0.000168  0.001720  0.000213  0.166577  0.845452  0.093210  
38 San Jose             0.003393  0.000264  0.002380  0.000392  0.193400  0.817083  0.115646  
39 St. Louis            0.001622  0.000115  0.001393  0.000059  0.107564  0.895585  0.036599  
40 Stamford             0.001011  0.000186  0.000736  0.000044  0.226978  0.770472  0.043057  
41 Tampa                0.000837  0.000129  0.000721  (0.000007) 0.145832  0.852914  (0.008100) 
42 Toledo               0.000281  0.000028  0.000293  (0.000020) 0.028850  0.974471  (0.071497) 
43 Tucson               0.001974  0.000201  0.001625  0.000082  0.143424  0.864743  0.041572  
44 Washington, DC       0.000662  0.000069  0.000480  0.000059  0.193225  0.813057  0.088443  
45 West Palm Beach      0.002838  0.000210  0.002351  0.000124  0.117837  0.872412  0.043857  
 
  
     
  
 
Average   0.001178  0.000144  0.000921  0.000058  0.184025  0.818166  0.046997  
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Appendix 8: Market Size, Employment Growth, FIRE %, Concentration Index and Supply Elasticity Data 
 
Number MSA Name 
Market Size 
(Stock, SF) 
Employment 
Growth 
FIRE % 
Concentration 
Index 
Supply 
Elasticity 
1 Albuquerque          12,533  0.35% 23.09% 0.19  2.11  
2 Atlanta              125,484  0.58% 24.45% 0.13  2.55  
3 Austin               29,711  1.17% 28.65% 0.18  3.00  
4 Baltimore            43,230  0.41% 33.25% 0.13  1.23  
5 Boston               150,661  0.24% 30.75% 0.08  0.86  
6 Chicago              201,342  0.27% 29.97% 0.09  0.81  
7 Charlotte            30,742  0.90% 32.91% 0.24  3.09  
8 Cincinnati           33,295  0.55% 28.59% 0.20  2.46  
9 Cleveland            37,792  0.11% 31.56% 0.27  1.02  
10 Columbus             32,733  0.48% 32.99% 0.19  2.71  
11 Dallas               153,419  0.65% 34.45% 0.13  2.18  
12 Denver               84,720  0.59% 29.40% 0.20  1.53  
13 Detroit              72,691  0.07% 23.78% 0.10  1.24  
14 Fort Lauderdale      22,562  0.91% 38.73% 0.12  0.65  
15 Fort Worth           27,458  0.83% 31.24% 0.30  2.80  
16 Hartford             33,953  -0.11% 53.82% 0.21  1.50  
17 Houston              146,903  0.60% 30.67% 0.11  2.30  
18 Indianapolis         29,359  0.55% 34.13% 0.20  4.00  
19 Jacksonville         19,994  0.74% 43.48% 0.21  1.06  
20 Kansas City          49,807  0.31% 29.40% 0.20  3.19  
21 Los Angeles          177,041  0.08% 25.86% 0.06  0.63  
22 Las Vegas            16,497  1.33% 35.40% 0.13  1.39  
23 Miami                38,160  0.37% 35.40% 0.13  0.60  
24 Minneapolis          71,120  0.42% 30.42% 0.22  1.45  
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25 Nashville            30,050  0.68% 32.42% 0.19  2.24  
26 Newark               47,905  -0.03% 32.88% 0.19  1.16  
27 New York             442,171  -0.01% 41.15% 0.05  0.76  
28 Oakland              50,587  0.48% 27.80% 0.11  0.70  
29 Orlando              25,988  1.14% 28.52% 0.12  1.12  
30 Philadelphia         100,849  0.20% 32.94% 0.09  1.65  
31 Phoenix              57,373  0.98% 34.27% 0.15  1.61  
32 Portland             39,695  0.61% 32.30% 0.18  1.07  
33 Riverside            18,193  0.99% 29.33% 0.19  0.94  
34 Salt Lake City       24,132  0.91% 32.16% 0.10  0.75  
35 San Diego            45,908  0.63% 28.45% 0.08  0.67  
36 Seattle              69,020  0.69% 27.95% 0.12  0.88  
37 San Francisco        84,539  0.17% 30.87% 0.15  0.66  
38 San Jose             37,009  0.60% 16.13% 0.12  0.76  
39 St. Louis            45,262  0.25% 27.48% 0.20  2.36  
40 Stamford             34,558  0.12% 33.20% 0.20  0.98  
41 Tampa                35,637  0.79% 31.88% 0.15  1.00  
42 Toledo               10,898  0.13% 24.77% 0.31  2.21  
43 Tucson               8,410  0.75% 25.79% 0.21  1.42  
44 Washington, DC       237,618  0.60% 18.71% 0.06  1.61  
45 West Palm Beach      21,734  0.75% 32.85% 0.26  0.83  
              
Average                69,083  0.53% 30.98% 0.16 1.55  
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Appendix 9: Figure - Market Characteristics across MSAs 
 
Employment Growth (Average: 0.53%) 
 
 
Market Size (Average: 69,083 SF) 
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FIRE % (Average: 30.98%) 
 
 
Concentration Index (Average: 0.16) 
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Supply Elasticity (Average: 1.55) 
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